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CONTEXT OF THE CONTRIBUTION 

 

Only a few days after Henry David Thoreau’s untimely death on the 6
th

 of May 1862, his former 

mentor and spiritual father of the American Transcendentalism movement Ralph Waldo Emerson 

wrote a brief obituary of him to be published on a Boston newspaper. The day after, on the occasion 

of Thoreau’s funeral, Emerson also took upon himself to deliver an eulogy for his deceased friend, a 

revised and expanded edition of which eventually appeared in August on the pages of the Atlantic 

Monthly Magazine with the simple title ‘Thoreau.’ The last (and, as we shall see, eventually also 

lasting) picture by which Emerson decided to consign his pupil’s myth to posterity in both these 

addresses, as Myerson, who edited their newest edition, noted, was the unflattering one of “a 

humorless stoic.”
1
 As a matter of fact, Emerson’s obituary presented Thoreau as “a man of stoic 

temperament” that “led the life of a philosopher,”
2
 and his final commemorative essay depicts him 

as fundamentally a “hermit and stoic” – although one “fond of sympathy” for the younger 

generations.
3
 Any “tenderness” in Thoreau’s character, as it transpires from his poem ‘Sympathy,’ 

Emerson tells us, must be sought well “under that triple steel of stoicism, and the intellectual 

subtlety it could animate.”
4
 If Emerson’s posthumous characterization of Thoreau as a modern-day 

Stoic proved eventually a fortunate one, amongst his harshest critics and close friends alike
5
 – so 
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much so that, by the time Cochnower’s dedicated study ‘Thoreau and Stoicism’ appears in 1938, 

“Thoreau’s stoicism has come to be one of those facts that ‘go without saying’”
6
 –, this image 

encountered right from the beginning the stark opposition of Thoreau’s sister, Sophia. “Mr. 

Emerson’s article in the ‘Atlantic’ I value very highly,” she wrote to Daniel Ricketson in February 

1863,  

But you know that he always eschewed pathos, and reading it for consolation as a stricken 

mourner, I felt somewhat disappointed. Henry never impressed me as the Stoic which Mr. E. 

represents him. I think Henry was a person of much more faith than Mr. Emerson.
7
 

These initial divergences of perspective between Emerson and Sophia eventually developed 

into a actual battle over Thoreau’s memory when it came to edit the first posthumous volume of his 

correspondence, with which Emerson, after many vicissitudes, was in the end entrusted.
8
 The first 

proofs of the edition arrived to Concord for correction in February 1865 show that Emerson had 

eventually decided to go through with the same editorial project centered around Thoreau’s 

correspondence with his pupil Harrison Blake that, before his refusal, he and Bronson Alcott had in 

September 1863 initially hoped to assign to Blake himself.
9
 In addition to nine of his best poems – 

including the already cited ‘Sympathy’ –, the volume counted sixty-five Letters to Various Persons, 

as per its title, twenty-nine of which (more than to any other correspondent) were directed to Blake. 

If we count also the twelve letters to Daniel Ricketson, another of Thoreau’s most close disciples, 

the overwhelming majority of Emerson’s collection – up to two-thirds of it – was occupied by 

Thoreau’s philosophical epistolary with his protégés, rather than letters to his friends and family. 

“In Letters to Various Persons,” as it has been noted, “Emerson presented an image of Thoreau that 

was consistent with the Stoic ethic he had attributed to his friend in 1862,” that is, in both his 

obituary and essay for the Altantic.
10

  Emerson’s project did not fail to provoke also this time 

Sophia Thoreau’s discontent, of which she speaks again to Ricketson on the 17
th

 of July 1865: “Mr. 

Emerson was very kind in assuming the task of editing the letters, and I do not like to express any 

dissatisfaction in relation thereto, but I despair of justice being done to Henry’s character by any 

one.”
11

 And Emerson, having edited out of the collection many of the most affectionate passages of 
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Thoreau’s correspondence, arguably to not undermine Thoreau’s stature as a modern Stoic 

philosopher,
12

 inexcusably failed to do so, according to Sophia:  

I was disappointed to find that some passages betraying natural affection had been omitted. I 

consulted Mrs. Emerson, who said that her husband was a Greek, and that he treated his own 

writings in the same manner. I expressed my desire that the passages should not be left out – it 

did not seem quite honest to Henry not to print them. I presume that the sentences to which I 

refer seemed to Mr. Emerson trivial.
13

 

Sophia thus proceeded to restore many of these omitted passages from the proofs of Letters to 

Various Person – such as the affectionate close to Thoreau’s letter to Mrs. Emerson “Shake a day-

day to Edith, and say ‘good-night’ to Ellen for me”
14

 – in Emerson’s absence. Upon his return to 

Concord, while eventually retaining Sophia’s amendments to the manuscript, Emerson did not 

involve her anymore in the editorial process before the publication, evidently displeased by her 

initiative and interference with his plans: “I did not see any of the proofs after Mr. Emerson’s 

return,” Sophia wrote Ricketson in the same letter. “He told me that he had bragged that the coming 

volume would be a most perfect piece of stoicism, and he feared that I had marred his classic 

statue.”
15

  The first posthumous writing by Thoreau, Letters to Various Persons, when it finally 

reached the public in July 1865, was “something of a compromise” between the two contenders to 

Thoreau’s memory.
16

 However, if Emerson declared himself all in all satisfied with his volume – so 

much so that he considered Letters to Various Persons  “thus far the most important of [Thoreau’s] 

printed books, though the least in size”
17

 –, as we shall see, Sophia Thoreau couldn’t say the same.  

In the introduction to his expanded edition of Thoreau’s correspondence published in 1894 

with the explicative title Familiar Letters, Sanborn comments thus on Emerson’s original 

collection. “The Letters of Thoreau, though not less remarkable in some aspects than what he wrote 

carefully for publication, have thus far scarcely had justice done them. The selection made [by 

Emerson] for a small volume in 1865 [Letters to Various Persons] was designedly done to exhibit 

one phase of his character, – the most striking, if you will, but not the most native or attractive”:
 18

 

namely, the philosophical or stoic aspect of it.
19

 After interposing a long quotation by Ellery 

Channing, in which Thoreau is characterized as a “household treasure,” Sanborn confesses that it 
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was none other than Sophia Thoreau’s dissatisfaction with Emerson’s criteria of selection of the 

letters that went into making Letters to Various Persons that prompted him to prepare his new 

edition:
20

  

 

This [referring to Ellery Channing’s testimony of Thoreau’s domestic charm] is preeminently 

true; and the affectionate conviction of this made his sister Sophia dissatisfied with Emerson’s 

rule of selection among the letters. This she confided to me, and this determined me, should 

occasion offer, to give the world some day a fuller and more familiar view of our friend.
21

 For 

this purpose I have chosen many letters and more notes, illustrating his domestic and gossipy 

moods – for that element was in his mixed nature, inherited from the lively maternal side, – and 

even the colloquial vulgarity (using the word in its strict sense of ‘popular speech’) that he 

something allowed himself. […] Thus I have not rejected the common and trivial in these 

letters; being well assured that what the increasing number of Thoreau’s readers desire is to see 

this piquant original just as he was – not arrayed in the paradoxical cloak of the Stoic sage, nor 

sitting complacent in the cynic earthenware cave of Diogenes, and bidding Alexander stand out 

of his sunshine. He did those acts also; but they were not the whole man.
22

 

Unlike Emerson’s Letters to Various Persons, which essentially divided the critics – in it 

“those who where sympathetic to [Thoreau] found much to admire, while those who thought him 

overrated scoffed” –, as Hudspeth reports, the reception of Sanborn’s Familiar Letters was “almost 

uniformly positive.”
23

 Reviewers for the most part seem to have appreciated “the more relaxed 

nature of the book,” and the new light which the latter shed on its author,
24

 which, as one reviewer 

noted, is here “entirely different from the personality expressed in his books”: that is, “social, 

friendly, human, and takes a large interest in life.”
25

 The superseding of Emerson’s Letters to 

Various Persons by Sanborn’s Familiar Letters not only set an important precedent for future 
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24
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York: Garland, 1992), 324, n1824. 
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editions of Thoreau’s correspondence,
26

 but marked an important turning point for Thoreau studies 

as a whole. Since the end of the editorial controversy surrounding Thoreau’s correspondence, 

contemporary scholars did not lose any chance to revive Sophia Thoreau’s early attempt to 

deconstruct Emerson’s final characterization of his pupil as a Stoic philosopher, promoting what 

Gross called “a campaign to humanize Thoreau”
27

 – “that terrible Thoreau,” to pick up Emerson’s 

own expression in Thoreau’s funeral eulogy that also serves here as the title of Gross’s contribution. 

In this vein, scholars have either tried to establish, as Harding did, that Thoreau “was not the cold, 

unemotional stoic that some have believed,” or, like Furtak, have qualified that, if “Thoreau [was] 

basically in accord with ancient Stoic ethics,” his is however an “unorthodox neo-Stoicism”: that is, 

to refer to the paradoxical title of the scholar’s contribution, an ‘emotional stoicism.’
28

  

If that of transmitting to posterity an image of Thoreau’s character as complex and variegated 

as possible might certainly be considered as a valuable task for purely biographical purposes, 

systematically deconstructing Emerson’s characterization of his pupil as a Stoic philosopher has 

actually done a disservice to Thoreau’s memory, delaying the recognition of what is easily his most 

distinctive contribution to nineteenth century American philosophy for a long time: namely, his 

revival of the ancient metaphilosophical conception of philosophy as a way of life.
29

 As Cochnower 

most aptly noted, in fact, “Emerson was as well aware as anybody of the warm side of Thoreau’s 

nature” and was actually “much better informed than most regarding the meaning of the term Stoic, 

that it extended beyond merely negative values,” such as aloofness, emotional frigidity and the 

stereotypical stiff upper lip.
30

 In a pivotal contribution to the topic appeared some forty years ago, 

Richardson convincingly made the case, more recently reproposed also by Risinger, that “for 

Emerson and Alcott and the Transcendentalists generally, stoicism meant much more a body of 

ideas than it did a personality stereotype. Stoicism, like Zen, is a body of philosophical doctrines, a 
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group of perceptions, and, also like Zen, it is more than that. It has aspects of a religion, and is in 

fact a way of life with a certain perennial attractiveness.”
31

 It is my contention that it is precisely in 

this existential perspective, popularized in the last decades by the works of Pierre Hadot,
32

 that we 

should understand the ‘perfect piece of Stoicism’ that Emerson wanted to make out of Thoreau’s 

philosophical correspondence with his disciples in Letters to Various Persons: a perfect example of 

spiritual direction on the model of Seneca’s Letters to Lucilius.
33

  

If this was what Emerson understood by the term Stoicism which he systematically tried to 

associate with his pupil since 1862 – an entire way of life, rather than some stereotypical 

personality traits –, there remain to ascertain how faithful to the intentions motivating Thoreau’s 

correspondence with his pupils Emerson’s editorial framing of Thoreau’s Letter to Various Persons 

as a ‘perfect piece of Stoicism’ can now retrospectively be assessed to have been.
34

 A comparative 

analysis of Thoreau’s correspondence with Blake – as most recently collected by P. Dean in Letters 
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A year later Matthew Arnold wrote a major essay on Marcus Aurelius, and the year after that, 1864, the American 

edition came out from Ticknor and Fields and copy was sent to Emerson. It is an attractive little book, and it seems 

possible that when Emerson came, very shortly thereafter, to do a volume of Thoreau’s letters [Letters to Various 

Persons], the example of Long’s Marcus Aurelius came to mind and he set out to produce a similar kind of volume.” 

Similarly, also Richardson, Henry Thoreau: A Life of the Mind, 188-89. Our text of reference, concerning Seneca’s 

Letters to Lucilius and the practice of spiritual direction will be Ilsetraut Hadot, Sénèque : Direction spirituelle et 

pratique de la philosophie (Paris: Librairie Philosophique J. Vrin, 2014). On the latter, see the commentary by Matthew 

Sharpe, "Ilsetraut Hadot’s Seneca: Spiritual Direction and the Transformation of the Other," Ethics and Self-

Cultivation: Historical and Contemporary Perspectives  (2018).  
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 According to Van Doren: “Emerson, who knew him [Thoreau] best, cannot always be relied on to give a fair account 

of the man, because Emerson’s interest in him was the interest of a philosophic father in a philosophic son.” Van Doren, 

Henry David Thoreau, a Critical Study, 5. 
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 – and Seneca’s Letters to Lucilius will help us understood, firstly, in 

precisely which way Thoreau’s letter-writing itself can be considered as having been informed, as 

one scholar recently made the case, by “Thoreau’s interested in the Stoic tradition”; secondly, to 

what extent this was consciously modeled on the “Stoic practices in sincerity and self-elevation.”
36
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